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Agenda

- Lessons from Dixon: Why are municipal governments vulnerable to employee dishonesty and other forms of fraud?
- Key to prevention is a strong internal control system
- Uniform Occupational Fraud Classification System
- Role of the external auditor in fraud investigation
- Statistics and profile of the fraudster
- Whistleblower system
- Common fraud schemes
- Separation of Duties simplified
- Conducting a Fraud Investigation: Management

Why Are Municipal Governments Vulnerable?

- Trust culture
- No invoice/receivable cycle: revenue as a gift
- Many part-time employees
- Political implications
- Budget constraints
- Public nature; need for disclosure
But My Auditor Gave a Clean Opinion

- An unqualified audit opinion does NOT mean that there is no employee dishonesty or fraud occurring in the organization.
- Employee dishonesty and other acts of fraud can be significant and the books can still balance; often exists even when bank accounts are reconciled.
- SAS 99, professional skepticism and materiality

Interesting Statistics

Initial Detection of Frauds

Fraud Hot Spots

- Departments with independent systems; remote locations
- Cash and cash registers
- Too many bank accounts
- Accounts payable
- Voucher system
- Reliance on part-time employees
- Local adjudication
- Stop payments; outstanding checks

- Sensitive information on desks
- Insecure checks
- Mail handling
- Deposit handling
- Deficient IT system; loose controls on voids and restarts
The Problem with Departmental Systems

Agencies are composed of numerous sub-units and many are located remotely from the Central Administration. A manual interface with the departmental system and the Finance Office is a major red flag that requires investigation.

Departments often run autonomously and many collect significant amounts of cash in total annually. However, the daily deposits to the Finance Department may be small and seemingly immaterial. Cash theft can easily occur and the entity’s books still balance. Note that theft can occur and the department system can be accurate.

Common Fraud Schemes

- Skimming and lapping
- Recorded (lapping) and unrecorded (skimming) revenue
- Write-offs of receivables
- Voids and restarts
- Refunds
- Small but repetitive amounts
Common Fraud Schemes

Fraudulent Disbursements
- Billing: shell companies, pass through entities
- Payroll: ghost employees, falsified time record, failure to terminate
- Expense reimbursement
- Check tampering
- Bank reconciliations can miss the fraud
- Register disbursements: false voids, false refunds

Whistleblower System

A reliable system must be assure to the person reporting:
- Anonymity
- No fear of reprisal
- That the complaint will be acted upon
- Means to report that is well publicized
- Procedure to evaluate complaints and act upon those that are credible

Separation of Duties

- Control system that seeks to separate the record keeping function from operational responsibility and from physical access to asset
- Goal: No one person can make an error or commit fraud that is not caught downstream in the normal course of business
- The principle ensures that fraud is more difficult to commit and that errors will be found more quickly
Separation of duties

- Often limited staff makes complete separation of duties impossible
- Rules:
  - No one performs more than two crucial duties
  - No one performs record keeping and reconciliation
- Compensating controls: A control put in place where known control weaknesses exist

Fraud Incident Management Protocol

- Make sure that your organization thinks through this issue and develops a written plan to address suspicion or actual knowledge of fraud.
- Establish a whistleblower system
- Need for confidentiality
- Need for public relations sense
- Preservation of evidence
- Legal handling of employment and criminal issues
- Coordination with forensics team
- Control of process
- Members of the team

Questions?
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Prevention Plan

1. Establish the tone at the top: Clear policies which are frequently and formally communicated to employees, management, Board and vendors:
   - Will not tolerate fraud or embezzlement and entity is fully and lawfully ready to terminate employment, prosecute, pursue civil remedies rescind a contract and obtain restitution.
   - That no one has a reasonable expectation of privacy related to any tangible or electronic assets used during normal business; computers, phone records, PDAs, etc. and desk/file area may be searched and monitored at will.
   - All employees will take regular vacations and will be cross trained in duties.
   - All measures will be taken to provide for separation of duties in all operational areas.
   - Internal audits will be frequent and often by surprise.
   - All vendors will be subject to audit on demand.

2. Establish a whistleblower system that is confidential and where the reporting person can be safe from reprisals and know that their tip will be considered and, if credible, will be pursued.

3. Establish a fraud prevention team who will conduct a thorough risk assessment of the organization.

4. Construct a system to separate business duties to every extent possible and institute compensating controls responsibility where necessary.

5. Review all sensitive areas where fraud may occur – consider rotation of staff, fidelity bonding, surprise audit, movement of part time employees etc. Do thorough background checks when hiring.

6. Review, update and upgrade insurance coverage to cover incidents of fraud and embezzlement.

7. Retain the best lawyer available with an employment law specialty who is knowledgeable in issues of wrongful termination, administrative leave, invasion of privacy, reasonableness issues related to searches in the workplace, false imprisonment, and /contractual issues.

8. Devise a policy on how to handle communication with the media and the public in the event of a fraud. Interview and retain a public relations firm.

9. Review and create clean desk policy and security of assets from blank check stock to donor’ information to cash registers to loading docks. Purchase and install locks, smart key card systems and video surveillance.
10. Review the technological sophistication of the IT system with emphasis on issues of security and fraud prevention. Hire a forensic consultant to perform a vulnerability test on the system.

11. Devise a regular internal audit schedule. Do not invest one person with this function but rotate it as possible. Review the reviewer regularly.

12. Establish a regular training program for employees, Board and vendors in issues and expectations surrounding fraud prevention.

13. Add policies and procedures to employee/program handbook and secure signatures from each employee and vendor. Include right to audit in vendor contacts.

**Incident Management Protocol (IMP)**

1. Establish an IMP Team, who are “need to know” decision makers to receive a tip, evaluate the credibility of the tip as well as its materiality and put this process in motion if necessary. This team should at least consist of a member of Senior Management and Department Head where issue resides. Note that the immediate supervisor of a targeted individual should not be included. Do not include any one who appears to have a conflict of interest or who may be part of the problem. This Team remains in complete control of this process from start to resolution. Immediately shut down all outside communication on the matter and this group must not speak to any outside party with the following exceptions on an as needed basis to plan the next steps in the investigative process:
   - Insurance broker/agent/risk pool representative
   - Forensic investigator
   - External auditor (informed but will not be integral in this process by policy)
   - Computer forensics specialist
   - General counsel
   - Employment attorney

2. Establish a sense of urgency and continuous communication among the IMP Team. Decide early on who and how the matter will be investigated.

3. Review public relations policy. Keep incident in complete secrecy until properly investigated.

4. In consultation with attorney, devise a system to preserve the legal confidentiality and privilege of the process.

5. In consultation with the employment attorney, establish a plan to place the suspected employee on administrative leave if necessary. Do this in such a way as to maximize the ability of the investigators to locate and preserve relevant and material evidence. Limit employee access to building and work area, secure workstation and files, change computer access, and secure all electronic devices. Notify IT to preserve possible evidence banks including email. Do this in a way that is not demeaning, showy, or otherwise unprofessional.

6. In consultation with legal counsel, establish a plan to deal with specific incident of vendor fraud including the suspension of purchasing or payment of invoices and the securing of evidence, paper
and electronic, related to the vendor, sales representation and any employee who may be supplying assistance in the matter.

7. Secure the electronic and paper evidence. Engage the services of a forensic computer specialist if needed to image electronic devices and establish a chain of custody. Image and secure the evidence. Make copies available to investigators to complete their analysis. Secure all paper files.

8. Do not allow unplanned or random investigation, especially interviews, by personnel untrained in these matters. Be particularly cognizant of issues of false imprisonment, defamation of character, invasion of privacy, and incrimination. Best practice to engage forensic investigator.

9. Be sure that investigators follow best practices related to chain of custody and proper handling of original documents. Establish a clear filing system by witness or transaction, create a key document file and database early in the process. Consult with forensic investigator for proper procedure.

10. Develop a brief written plan to investigate the matter including a timeframe for completion. Limit the investigation to the matters indicated by the evidence. Investigation procedures are dictated by the specific matter and will include use of data mining, financial analysis, joining of computer files, and other machine and paper-based techniques. It may or may not include interviews or surveillance.

11. IMP Team is continuously informed of the progress of the investigation and determines the point at which there is sufficient evidence to pursue corrective action or end the investigation. However, the Team should not cross the fine line between supervision/responsibility for the process and driving the investigation in a way that clouds the results.

12. Based on the results of the investigation, take corrective action or restore the person/vendor in question to normal status.

13. Hold a formal debriefing meeting of the Team which reviews the process and the results of the investigation. Immediately, take all corrective actions to improve the Protocol and the flaws in the operational systems that created the problem.

14. Devise a policy on how to communicate with the Board, management and staff. Who, what, when, where, how and what provides the outline for this policy. Devise a method to effectively deal with leaks. Employ public relations firm to assist with these communications and with the press.

This document is provided as suggestions to the planners and should not be considered comprehensive. Every situation is unique, and these differences should be built into every plan. For more information or to engage the forensic team, please contact:

Mary O’Connor, ASA, CFE  mary.oconnor@sikich.com
Partner, Forensics and Valuation Services
Sikich LLP